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A HEALTHY SOIL  
WITH LESS TOIL

B y  C h r i s t i n a  P f e i f f e r

The usual expectation for preparing new 
garden beds is that a lot of backbreak-
ing work (or use of machinery) is in 

store—and that whatever soil is there surely 
must be improved. Incorporating compost and 
cultivating the soil to a depth of 24 inches has 
been a common approach for new plantings 
of trees and large shrubs. Flower and veg-
etable beds frequently receive routine digging, 
amending and rototilling in preparation for a 
new season’s planting. Many gardeners take 
great pride in a well-cultivated garden bed. For 
some, the English gardening tradition of dou-
ble-digging—turning over a series of foot-deep 
trenches, while loosening and amending the 
bottom of each trench before backfilling—is the 
gold standard. I have certainly done my share of 
such well-intentioned digging over the years. 

The same philosophy holds sway when it 
comes to older, existing landscapes that may 
no longer be performing well. Often, our first 
assumption is that it’s time to tear everything out 
and start anew. But this can be a sizeable and 
costly undertaking, burdened with additional 
expenditures for watering and establishment in 
the early years. What’s more, it is not uncommon 
for soil problems and plant mortality to show up 
in both new and renovated gardens, in spite of 

the attention given to imported soil mixes and 
cultivation tactics.

In recent years, perspectives on tillage have 
begun to change. From large-scale agricul-
ture to small-scale home gardening, there is a 
growing call from soil scientists to refrain from 
extensive cultivation and soil disturbance. In the 
agriculture sector, no-till methods (also known 
as conservation agriculture) are still largely 
viewed as alternative. For gardeners, no-till may 
be confusing, if not counter-intuitive, but the 
approach is not new or tricky to grasp.

The do-not-disturb stance is about 
maintaining and building productive soil from 
the top down, through the decomposition of 
plant residues and surface-applied organic 
matter—mimicking the way nature has built soil 
over much of the planet through the millennia. 

Our native yellow-spotted millipede 
(Harpaphe haydeniana) feeds on dead leaves 

and other detritus and is a good indicator 
species for a healthy mulch layer.

Keep fine layers of decomposing leaves 
in place on garden beds as mulch and 

to provide optimal habitat for soil-
building organisms.
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It’s about reducing erosion and preserving the 
natural biodiversity of the soil, which in turn 
supports the vegetation we rely on for our survival 
and quality of life. 

There’s a side benefit, too. Intensive culti-
vation—whether by machine or hand—is not 
only hard on the soil and the fauna and flora 
that reside within, but it can also be tough on 
the gardener. Having reached a certain maturity 
in my gardening life—one that comes with less 
agility for the kind of digging I eagerly took on 
in years past—I’m beginning to find low-impact 
methods tremendously appealing. 

History & How-To of No-Till
No-till gardening has been around for some 
time. In the 1940s, Ruth Stout gave up having her 
New England vegetable plot plowed every spring, 
out of frustration with the unreliability of both 
the weather and the plowman. She began plant-
ing seeds into the existing soil when the time was 
right for germination, started experimenting with 
old hay bales as mulch, and discovered she could 
have a more productive and drought-resilient 
garden without all that digging. Her “no-work 
gardening method” was to keep a thick cover-
ing of mulch on her vegetable and flower gardens 
through all the seasons, replenishing the layer 
when it had decomposed. 

The mulch was kept between the rows. Old 
corn stalks and the remains of harvested plants 
were laid down as part of the mulch layer. She 
didn’t plow, dig, use cover crops, weed, keep a 
compost pile, water or spray. With her success 
and the interest her productive gardens drew, 
Stout went on to write humorous and informa-
tive books and articles that were influential in the 

organic gardening movement during the 1970s 
and are still in circulation today. “How to Have 
a Green Thumb Without an Aching Back: A New 
Method of Mulch Gardening” (1955) remains a 
classic and timely title.

The late Jan Pirzio-Biroli, former natural-
ist at Washington Park Arboretum, once told me 
how she and her husband turned the blackberry- 
and brush-filled lot they had acquired in the 
1950s into their own Arboretum-like garden by 
dumping large piles of arborist woodchips where 
new garden beds were to go. While they were 
busy attending to other matters, the woodchip 
piles quietly did the work of eliminating weeds 
and conditioning the soil. When it came time to 
plant, the ground was rich and friable beneath 
the piles. Woodchips at the very bottom of the 
piles had turned to compost, and the remaining 
partially composted woodchips were ready to be 
spread as mulch around the new trees and shrubs. 

Mulch is probably most recognized for the 
benefits of weed suppression and moisture reten-
tion. (Some only consider its aesthetic appeal.) 
In reality, mulch—the organic variety—supports 
many more essential garden and environmental 
functions than may be evident at first glance.

A growing body of research on soil ecosys-
tems reveals there is a lot more going on below 
ground than was previously understood. It 
includes new revelations about the complexi-
ties of the soil ecosystem and its relationships 
with plants, how the soil ecosystem is affected by 
what it is covered with, and how routine distur-
bance depletes soil vitality and leads to erosion in 
the long run. It turns out that much of our well-
intended rototilling, hoeing and digging may not 
be so productive after all! 

Apply woodchip mulch as a no-till soil preparation.  
At planting time, move woodchips aside  

for each planting hole. 

The author’s p-patch mulched with straw. Soil and weed 
problems in the bed have improved since she switched  

to the no-till method.
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Restoring Compacted Soil Under Trees
But what about for soil that’s been damaged 
through compaction? For compacted soil 
beneath established trees and shrubs that we 
wish to keep, hoes and rototillers are not an 
option anyway. If you have the means, you can 
pay a certified arborist to use a pneumatic device 
called an air spade to gently break up the soil 
and blend in some compost around the roots. 
(This treatment can be especially helpful for 
highly valued, stressed trees.) However, recent 
research shows that Ruth Stout-style mulching 
can provide a low-cost—if gradual—solution. 

In 2014, scientists at the University of 
Wisconsin-Stevens Point and the Morton 
Arboretum studied the effects of surface-applied 
treatments on compacted soil around established 
trees. They compared six different treatments 
on compacted soil planted with red maple (Acer 
rubrum) and river birch (Betula nigra): water 
(control), a commercial biological product 
(including bacteria, maltodextrin, seaweed and 
humic acids), aerated compost tea, 30-10-7 
N-P-K fertilizer, one-inch top dressing of 
compost, and a six-inch application of hardwood 
woodchips. After five years of treatments, in 
comparison with the control trees, there was a 
170 percent increase in tree biomass with the 
woodchip treatment, far exceeding the compost 
(82 percent) and fertilizer (69 percent) treat-
ments. Trees treated with aerated compost tea 
and the commercial biological product displayed 
similar growth rates to the control trees. 

The greatest improvement to both tree 
growth and soil condition came from woodchips, 
followed by the compost top dressing. Woodchip 
mulch made the biggest difference toward 

reducing compaction and increasing soil 
moisture, while compost application resulted 
in greater organic matter content and microbial 
activity. The effectiveness of the compost and 
mulch applications was attributed to the resulting 
increase in biological activity of the soil-building 
organisms. The researchers noted that using a 
combination of woodchips and compost would 
likely yield even greater benefits.

This made me smile. During my tenure as the 
horticulturist at Washington Park Arboretum,  
we began using a topdressing of compost 
combined with woodchip mulch to treat trees 
with symptoms of root stress, with the idea 
it would foster conditions similar to natural 
woodland soil profiles. Arborists have long 
known that woodchip mulch is beneficial to 
trees. This research quantifies just how effective 
it is not only for tree health but also as a powerful 
agent for soil improvement. 

Compacted Soil in New Landscapes
It typically takes a few years of surface applica-
tions with organic matter to achieve significant 
improvement in compacted or depleted soils. On 
highly compacted soil, it can take even longer. 
When higher fertility composts, fertilizer, or 
Class A Certified biosolids are applied, soil 
biological activity gets a jump start, and the time 
period for soil improvement is reduced. 

Of course, if you have a new landscape to plant, 
waiting for a few years to elapse is impractical, 
and so cultivation to break up severe compaction 
(such as that caused by construction impacts) 
is an important first step in restoring damaged 
soil. That said, current recommendations are 
moving away from extensive digging, grading and 
rototilling in favor of using a backhoe bucket in a 

Invasive blackberry along Arboretum Creek was mowed 
back, and a deep layer of wood-chip mulch was laid down  

to prep the soil for new native plantings. 

Wood-chip mulch piles staged for spreading in the 
Arboretum. Mulching is a key technique for soil care and 

weed suppression here. 
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scoop-and-dump action to break up compaction 
and introduce compost with less overall manipu-
lation of the soil. Once the soil has been roughly 
broken up, it is ready for planting and surface 
treatments with compost and/or mulch. 

These lower-impact techniques are being 
studied at Cornell University’s Urban Horticulture 
Institute and Virginia Tech’s Urban Forest 
Ecosystems Lab (in their “Soil Profile Rebuilding” 
project). The techniques help improve soil 
permeability, increase soil carbon content, and 
support nature’s processes of soil building. They 
show greater promise for long-term effectiveness 
than methods that involve extensive cultivation 
and amendments, which tend to lead to subsid-
ence and compaction over time.

Hidden Impacts of Tilling 
Historically, “working in” organic matter has been 
seen as a sure-fire way of improving the soil. But 
each time we turn and handle the soil, it can disrupt 
or damage the soil-building organisms that live on 
this organic matter—as well as each other—and do 
the heavy lifting of soil improvement. 

Most of these organisms are not readily 
visible when soil is turned: bacteria, protozoa, 
fungi, nematodes, springtails, mites and so many 
more. They work at the base of the food web, 
breaking down organic matter and releasing key 
nutrients that are then available to roots and 
other soil organisms. More noticeable are the 
detritivores—earthworms, sow bugs, millipedes 
and others—that chomp through leaf litter and 
woody material and open small channels in the 
soil through their movements.  

Overworking the soil severs beneficial plant 
root/fungal connections (mycorrhizal networks) 
and destroys habitat for soil biota. It also can 
damage soil structure, closing off the pores in 
the soil that carry oxygen and water to plant 
roots and other soil inhabitants. Although soil 
appears “fluffier” after rototilling, it can end up 
even more compacted after settling. Tillage also 
accelerates the breakdown of soil carbon, leading 
to increased emissions of the greenhouse gases 
carbon dioxide and nitrous oxide.

Mulch Well and Your Garden Will Thrive
The simplest path to better soil for permanent 

landscapes, as well as vegetable and flower 
gardens, is an annual application of coarse 
organic mulch. With it, you provide food for your 
soil organisms, which will restore and maintain 
your soil structure and provide nutrition and 
other benefits for your plants. Applying coarse 
organic mulch at the surface also suppresses 
weeds, retains soil moisture, and protects against 
erosion and compaction.

Make sure your mulch has varied content 
and a coarse texture. Coarse-textured mulch 
contains recognizable pieces of wood fiber and/
or broken-down leaves. Woody mulches are 
optimal for mixed plantings of trees, shrubs and 
perennials. Stay away from weed barrier fabrics 
(and even cardboard sheeting), which inter-
fere with air and moisture exchange as well as 
biological activity. Shredded leaves and straw are 
good choices for vegetable and flower gardens. 
Recycle organic debris back into your garden. 
Allow some of your fallen leaves to lie in place 
beneath garden plants. Employ the “chop and 
drop” method, discreetly returning clean garden 
trimmings back into garden beds as you work. 

We cannot make better soil than nature does, 
so let’s let nature build our soil for us! By mulch-
ing well, we support nature’s soil builders. Save 
your back, and let them do their work. Less toil, 
better soil. m

Christina Pfeiffer is a horticulture consul-
tant, educator and ISA Certified Arborist with 
over 35 years of experience. She is author, with 
Mary Robson, of “Pacific Northwest Month-by-
Month Gardening” (Cool Springs Press, 2017) 
and also serves on the “Bulletin” Editorial Board.
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